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Israel now not only is intensifying its bombing of Rafah and the South but it is rapidly
carving a one mile-wide super corridor highway straight through the heart of Gaza, from
West to East, to split Gaza into two more militarily-controllable sectors. It doesn’t care what
the UN’s international Criminal Court or its Court of Justice may ever say about Israel and
the United States intentions. They both are impervious to rationality. They both know they
have the U.S. veto in the bag to block everything.

Meanwhile, to prepare for its next carpet bombing campaign, similar to what the Americans
did to the Vietnamese in Vietnam, the Zionists will  be using the same 2,000 lb bombs the
Americans used in Vietnam with the same devastating effect;  while countries like Canada,
continue to find bureaucratic loopholes to ship their military war hardware and blood monies
of their taxpayers to Israel via the U.S.

The more things change, the more they stay the same.

“And, it’s One, Two, Three, What Are We Fighting For, Don’t worry I Don’t Give a Damn, Next
Stop is, OH, Who Gives a Damn!”

Nothing will ever stop the warmongering of America and Israel and their Western allies.

Not the charge of genocide by the UN!

Not rational diplomatic negotiations!

Not any religious moral arm-twisting by the Pope or some other religious leader!
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That is, if there still even remotely exists the possibility of such things happening.

Nothing short of the world, collectively, at once imposing a total arms embargo and BDS
movement against the Zionists will ever work; which, of course, will never happen.

So the world is faced with a conundrum: Either the utter extermination of the Palestinians,
or the eventuality of some nuclear calamity at some point in time. Isn’t that lovely!
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Featured image: Israel receives its first F-35 jet at Nevatim air base. (Photo: US Embassy)
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